
the long and the short 

of utility bicycles



Bicicapace means utility. 
We work to realize 
practical, reliable, safe and 
comfortable bikes.

We produce compact cargo 
and utility bikes that have a 
well defined loading volume 
immediately available.

We design and produce 
bicycles since 2010.

PRACTICAL

COMFORTABLE RELIABLE

SAFE



CLASSIC
Agile and compact
This new utility bike is practical, handy and 
perfect for daily transportation.
It’s available in two models, the Family, with the 
large front bag, and the Work, with a front flatbed. 
Mounting components of high quality, it becomes a 
very reliable and low maintenance bike.
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80 lt water-resistant 
bag available in Green/
Blue PVC or Cordura Reliable Gear Hub 

Nexus 3 or 8 speed 
with Shimano 
Roller Brakes

One size step-
thru frame 

with integrated 
dynamo hub Led 

light 30 lux



JUSTLONG

The Justlong is a compact cargo bike just 30cm 
longer than the Classic model.
It has 20” tires and a rigid frame tail to 
guarantee good stability even in heavy duty.
It perfectly suits family necessities, commercial 
or industrial transportation.

The whisk of the tail
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Child pack with 
multifunctional basket, 

folding running boards and 
feet protection

Low-fixed 
loading areas

With Shimano Roller 
Brakes or mechanic disc 
brakes and very stable 
55m Big Apple tires



SPORT

They are Bicicapace fastest models. They have a 
sportive riding position and they’re available in 
two sizes, for day work or cycle tourism. 
The Sport Ride has a sportive external gear for 
fast commuting. The Sport Tour has the Alfine 8 
or 11 to improve versatility and style.

Looking for speed

1760(L) - 1680(S-M)

S-M (560)
L (640)
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400x400

Magura 
hydraulic brakes

50 lt frontal folding 
grey Cordura bag to fix 

on the large flatbed

Main triangle 
closed to give 
high rigidity



E-VERSION

Integreted motor
torque sensor
max. torque 70 Nm (Shimano STePS E8000) 
500Wh battery
for Justlong with external gear

Bafang Mid Motor G340
phase sensor
max. torque 80 Nm
500Wh battery
for Classic, Justlong and Sports

Bafang Rear Hub Motor G070
phase sensor, 
max. torque 65 Nm
500Wh battery
for Classic and Justlong with external gear



BICICAPACE S.r.l.
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MAIL  | info@bicicapace.com

www.bicicapace.com


